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Product description 

The PPEB400 is a small plug-on board that fits on top of a Pure Photonics ITLA. It provides a convenient means to 

communicate with the ITLA as it converts the standard low-voltage RS-232 interface to a micro-USB input that can be 

directly connected to any PC or laptop.  

The standard low-voltage RS-232/LVTTL interface is designed for interaction with a micro-processor and for interaction 

with a laptop or PC, the standard RS-232 signal (±15V) would need to be down-converted to the LVTTL levels (0.4V and 3 

V). In addition, most laptops and PCs do not have a RS-232 physical connector anymore and require an expensive RS-

232/USB dongle anyway. 

All the other signals from the ITLA (power supplies and digital lines) are ported through the board. To operate the ITLA 

and the USB communication interface, the user will need to provide the power supply voltages. 

The PPEB400 comes with installation hardware (stand-offs and screws) that allows for permanent installation on top of 

the ITLA. Or it can be used for plug-in system applications (e.g. firmware upgrade in a system that does not have that 

implemented). 
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Installation instructions 

The ITLA is an ESD sensitive opto-electronic component. Please apply the proper ESD pre-cautions before touching the 

ITLA and the plug-on board.  

1. The ITLA is either already installed on its heatsink (upper unit in picture) or is still configured with the pull-tabs 

with which it shipped (lower unit). In the following, the push-on board is permanently installed on the unit with 

pull-tabs, but the procedure is equally applicable to units on heatsink. Note that if the unit is already installed on 

a heatsink, it is recommended that all the screws are loosened a bit, to prevent uneven stress. 

a.  
2. Unplug the connection to the ITLA electrical connector (flex-cable or customer specific cable) 

3. For permanent installation of the PPEB400, remove the 4 screws on the ITLA. For non-permanent installation 

skip this step. 

a. To remove the screws with the white stand-off, fixate the white stand-off (either with a tweezer or by 

applying some pressure with the finger, and remove the screw. Keep the white stand-off 

b. To remove the screws with the metal stand-off, either loosen the screw or remove the pull-tab (for out-

of-box installation). Use a tweezer to pull the screw out. Be careful to not disturb the metal stand-off. It 

is hard to re-install when it is loose. 

c. The below pictures shows the ITLA with the hardware removed. The 2 metal screws remain under the 

middle holes in the PCB. The hardware that comes with the PPEB400 (4 long screws and 4 stand-offs) is 

also shown. 

d.  
4. Plug the EB400 connector onto the ITLA connector. The Pure Photonics logo should be visible. The fiber needs to 

be routed between the ITLA board and the PPEB board (it can exit the board straight, to the right or to the left). 
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a.  
5. Add the screws. For non-permanent installation skip this step. 

a. You will need the long screws from the PPEB400 hardware package and the 4 white stand-offs. You will 

also need the original ITLA hardware (white spacers and the metal spacers that are still on the ITLA). 

b. First add the screws at the metal spacer. Insert the long screw through the PPEB400 hole, guide it 

through a white stand-off and then through the ITLA hole and spacer. Do this for both sides. 

c.  
d. Attach the pull-tabs again or loosely enter the screws in the heatsink. This is to prevent that the metal 

spacers come loose. 

e.  
f. Then add the screws at the plastic spacer. Insert the long screw through the PPEB400 hole, guide it 

through a white-stand-off and then through the ITLA hole and plastic spacer. Fixate the plastic spacer 

with tweezers or finger and insert the screw. 

g.  
h. The remaining 4 screws are not needed anymore. 

6. Plug in a micro-ITLA cable into the PPEB400 board and connect the original flex-cable. Once you apply the power 

sources (+3.3V mainly) through the flex cable, the USB interface should activate (it is powered from the ITLA 

power supply) and your computer should recognize the chip on the PPEB400 and will install the proper drivers.  
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a.  
7. Note that due to differences between the USB and RS-232 protocol, the default latency time in the driver is 

probably set too high. For most applications (slow communication) this is OK, however for firmware upgrade we 

have seen failures. We recommend to perform the following steps to resolve this issue (Windows 8, should be 

similar in other operating systems): 

a. Open the ‘Windows Control Manager’ 

b. Open ‘Hardware and Sound’ 

c. Open ‘Device Manager’ 

d. Find the COM ports 

e. Right-click the USB serial port and select ‘Properties’ 

f. Select the tab ‘Port Settings’ and click the ‘Advanced’ button 

g. Set the latency timer value to 1msec. You can also select the COM-port designation here. 

h. Close the windows and enjoy the plug-on board. 

i.  

 

 

 


